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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine teachers’ educational needs regarding school education projects within the
scope of Erasmus+ programme. In the study, the case study method, one of qualitative research designs, was used. The
participants were determined using the snowball sampling method, and eight secondary school teachers took part in the
study. The research data were collected via semi-structured interviews and analyzed using the inductive analysis method.
The results of the analysis revealed that the teachers had certain knowledge about the processes of planning,
implementation and evaluation of the projects and that they did not acquire the necessary related skills at all, though. It
was also found that the group work process and lack of related knowledge, skills and experience were among the factors
making the functioning of the process difficult and that professional development was not fully achieved. All these
results demonstrate that teachers are need of an in-service training which focuses more on the steps of the application
process and on the integration of the objectives of the process into the curriculum and which aims to help acquire the
related skills considering the functioning of the process as a whole.
Keywords: Erasmus+, European Union project, needs analysis, teacher training
1. Introduction
Erasmus+ programme, which is executed within the scope of European Union Education and Youth Programme, is
applied in years from 2014 to 2020. The programme, which covers the fields of education, teaching, youth and sports,
aims to help individuals acquire new skills regardless of their ages and educational backgrounds, to develop their
personal developments and to increase their opportunities of employment. When the activity areas of the programme are
examined with respect to teachers’ professional development and students’ education, it is seen that the programme
simultaneously providing both teachers and students with the related services functions in the area of the activities of
“Strategical Partnerships in School Education” within the scope of the main action of “Cooperation for Innovation and
Exchange of Good Practices” (Center for European Union Education and Youth Programmes, 2017a).
The activity area of Strategical Partnerships in School Education is a follow-up of Comenius Program, which was put
into practice between 2007 and 2013 and which was found among the education and youth programmes most popular in
Turkey in those years. The programme provides service for the purposes of developing, transferring and/or applying
innovative practices at institutional, local/regional, national or international levels and supports strategical partnership
projects among the educational institutions in member countries of the programme (Center for European Union
Education and Youth Programmes, 2017b). In addition, the activity area in question aims to let the education staff and
students recognize different cultures, to help acquire the life skills necessary for personal development and for
becoming an effective European citizen, to encourage raising awareness of various cultures and to develop teachers’
skills in the area of international education. Barzanò (2002) states that with Erasmus+ projects, teachers are provided
with the opportunity to work in different areas in which they can develop their social skills, effective communication
skills and group-work skills.
When viewed from a general viewpoint, it is seen that European Union projects contribute positively to the
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development of all the individuals in the Project team, support especially teachers’ personal and professional
development, and make important contributions to the education system as these projects allow learning about different
education systems and making related comparisons (Aydoğan & Şahin, 2006; Bozak, Konan & Özdemir, 2016;
Demircioğlu, Yavuz-Konokman & Akay, 2015; Haspolat & Özkılıç, 2007; Lembet, 2008; Öztürk, 2016). When viewed
from the school dimension, especially strategical partnerships are reported to develop the relationships between students
and teachers as well as between teachers and administrators, to increase parents’ interest in school, to let students
participate in the process, to develop students’ self-confidence and to provide participants with the opportunity to
recognize and investigate their own cultures (Acir, 2008; Aydoğan & Şahin, 2006; Bahadır, 2007; Dilekli, 2008;
Öksüm-Erdoğan, 2009). In addition, project processes provide institutions with the opportunity to do self-evaluation
with a more autonomous approach and to determine their areas they need to develop (Barzanò, 2002).
When international studies carried out on European Union projects are examined, it is seen that school partnership
projects contribute to the development of teachers and students as well as to the development of local governments,
increase teachers’ professional knowledge and skills, their social skills and personal responsibilities, and develop their
language proficiencies (Dumitrescu, Drăghicescu, Olteanu & Suduc, 2014; Liduma, 2014; Talmo, Radojicic, Orevi &
Mogli, 2014; Vabo, 2007). In addition, it is reported that project processes increase students’ motivation, make positive
contributions to the development of innovative teaching approaches, and improve the communication between teachers
and students (Barzanò, 2002; Dumitrescu et.al., 2014; Gutiérrez Colón-Plana, 2012; Helsinki University, 2003; Somekh
et.al., 2007; Talmo et.al., 2014; Thorsteinsson & Page, 2008; Viladot et.al., 2017).
When studies in related literature were taken into account within the context of Turkey, it was seen that most of the
studies include national reports and studies conducted by commissions (Kulaksız, 2010). Besides, it was found that
some of the studies evaluated the project processes and their effects with respect to the views of students, teachers and
administrators. It was also seen that these studies allowed participants to learn about and understand different cultures,
to raise their awareness of these different cultures, encouraged intercultural communication and developed the
participants’ language skills (Akay & Yanpar-Yelken, 2012; Aydoğan & Şahin, 2016; Bozak, Konan & Özdemir, 2016;
Haspolat & Özkılıç, 2007; Kesik & Balcı, 2016; Kulaksız, 2010; Tatlı, 2016; Öztürk, 2016; Yalçın-İncik &
Yanpar-Yelken, 2009).
The results obtained in both national and international studies demonstrate that European Union projects mostly make
positive contributions to participants and institutions. On the other hand, it is seen that some other studies reported in
related literature focused on the difficulties and problems experienced in the whole project process. For instance, in one
study carried out by Kassel (2007), it was revealed that the problems experienced in the process of conducting
Erasmus+ projects included local administrators and teachers’ lack of interest and support regarding the process who are
all actually expected to take an active role in the process or. Yalçın-İncik and Yanpar-Yelken (2009) point out that
participants experience problems in terms of working in groups and taking responsibility in the process of conducting
the projects, while Haspolat and Özkılıç (2007) state that the most important difficulty experienced by project
coordinators is related to finding a partner and filling out the application forms. In addition, Kulaksız (2010) reports that
school education projects contribute to the encouragement of intercultural communication and that the projects do not
help increase the quality at all, though. Also, other similar studies demonstrating that participants experience difficulty
especially in the application process suggest increasing their levels of knowledge and project processes (Bahadır, 2007;
Bozak, Konan & Özdemir, 2016; Helsinki University, 2003; Türkoğlu & Türkoğlu, 2006).
In European Union Education and Youth Programmes, which involve Norway, Liechtenstein, Iceland, Switzerland and
Croatia apart from 27 European Union countries, The Turkish National Agency ranks first among 33 countries that
apply the programme in terms of the total number of requests for project applications in Europe. This situation
demonstrates that European Union projects receives more interest in Turkey every passing year and that the number of
projects prepared is increasing gradually. Considering this interest in European Union projects, it could be stated that it
is important to determine participants’ educational needs regarding the process of project preparation not only with
respect to experiencing fewer problems in the phases of preparing, conducting and evaluating the projects but also in
terms of allowing participants and institutions to benefit most from the process. In this respect, the present study aimed
to determine the educational needs of teachers regarding the school education projects within the scope of Erasmus+. In
line with this purpose, the following research questions were directed:
•
What are activities carried out by teachers in the processes of planning, implementation and evaluation of the
projects?
•

What are personal and professional contributions of projects to participants?

•

What are the problems experienced by teachers in the process of executing the projects?

•

What are teachers’ suggestions regarding the development of the project processes?
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2. Method
In the present study, which aimed to determine teachers’ educational needs regarding school education projects within
the scope of Erasmus+, the case study method, one of qualitative research methods, was used. Case studies are
empirical studies which examine an up-to-date phenomenon in its real-life context (Yin, 2013). As in other qualitative
research approaches, a case study does not serve the purpose of generalization, it allows in-depth examination
considering various units ranging from a single individual to a school (Lichtman, 2012). In the present study, the
activities of planning, implementation and evaluation carried out by teachers in project processes constituted the
analysis units, and with the help of these activities, the problems experienced in the process and the areas that needed
development were subjected to in-depth examination. Therefore, in the study, the case study method was adopted.
2.1 Participants
The study was carried out in the Spring Term of the academic year of 2016-2017 with teachers working at schools in
different cities which belonged to the Ministry of National Education. While selecting the participants, the snowball
sampling method, one of purposeful sampling methods, was used. In this respect, semi-structured interviews were held
with a total of eight teachers. The snowball chain sampling method was used as it is an effective method used for
determining individuals who can constitute a rich source of data regarding the problem. In this method, the process
starts with the question of “Who could have the most information about this subject? Who would you like me to
interview in relation to this subject?”. The number of names determined in line with the progress in the process
increases like a snowball (Yıldırım & Şimşek, 2006). In this way, the individuals to be interviewed are determined, and
the number of these individuals starts to decrease. In the present study, the first interview was held with the teacher
coded as Oya, and the sample group was then expanded by directing the question of “Who would you like me to
interview?”. Table 1 presents personal information about the teachers participating in the study.
Table 1. Characteristics of the participants
Variables

Dimensions
Variables

Socio-Economic Level of the
School
Gender

Year of Professional Experience

Field of Teaching

Educational Background
Participation
Training

in

In-Service

Duties in Projects

Total Number of
Done/In Progress

Projects

of

Participants

Low

Sibel

Middle

Derya, Sinan, Melih, Banu, Oya, Ahmet

High

Selim

Female

Derya, Banu, Oya, Sibel

Male

Sinan, Melih, Ahmet, Selim

5 to 10 years

Selim

11 to 14 years

Derya, Sinan, Melih, Banu, Ahmet, Sibel

20 years

Oya

Social Sciences

Derya, Sinan

Science

Banu, Sibel

English Language

Oya, Ahmet, Selim

Music

Melih

Bachelor’s Degree

Derya, Sinan, Melih, Banu, Oya, Selim, Sibel

Master of Arts

Ahmet

Yes

Oya, Ahmet

No

Derya, Sinan, Melih, Banu, Selim, Sibel

Coordinator

Banu, Oya, Ahmet

Project Member

Derya, Sinan, Melih, Selim, Sibel

Legal
Representative

Ahmet

Between 1-5

Derya, Sinan, Selim, Sibel, Melih, Ahmet, Banu

8 projects

Oya
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As can be seeen in Table 1, of
o all the teachhers participatiing in the studdy, two of them
m were teacherrs at schools belonging
to low and high socio-econnomic levels, w
while six of thhem worked att schools belonnging to the m
middle socio-economic
level. Moreovver, four of the teachers weree female, and ffour of them w
were male. Wheen the teacherss’ years of proffessional
experience weere examined, it was seen that one teacher had a teachingg experience bbetween 5 and 10 years; that one had
a teaching expperience for more
m
than 10 yeears; and that ssix teachers haad a teaching eexperience bettween 11 and 14
1 years.
In addition, it was found thaat two of the tteachers had taaken training oon Erasmus+ pprojects, whilee three of them
m worked
in projects as a coordinatorr; four as project members aand only one as a legal reppresentative in projects. Also
o, it was
revealed that oone teacher toook part in eighht projects and that the rest off the teachers ttook part in 1 tto 5 projects.
2.2 Data Colleection and Anaalysis
In order to colllect the researrch data, the innterview methood was appliedd. During the iinterviews, sem
mi-structured in
nterview
forms prepareed by the researchers were uused. In this rrespect, the teaachers were ddirected questioons to obtain personal
information abbout them (year of professioonal experiencce, field of teacching, educational backgrouund, project ex
xperience
and so on). F
Following thiss, the teachers were directeed questions to identify thhe activities thhey carried ou
ut in the
processes of planning, appplying and evaaluating schoool education pprojects, to reeveal the perssonal and proffessional
contributions of their projecct works, to deetermine the prroblems they eexperienced inn their project pprocesses as well
w as to
determine their suggested soolutions to theese problems. T
The interviewss held on face-to-face basis lasted between
n 30 and
150 minutes.
The research ddata collected via the interviews were anallyzed using thee method of innductive analyssis. In this resp
pect, first,
the data were arranged and coded. Next, the related cattegories were formed, and thhe models shoowing the relattionships
between the categories weree formed.
In the study, for the dataa gathered witth the qualitaative data colllection tools, the credibilitty, transferabiility and
consistency crriteria were used (Lincoln & Guba, 1985 ccited in Yıldırıım & Şimşek, 2006). Also, inn the study, in order to
ensure credibility, expert viiews and partticipants’ confi
firmation weree used for the development of the data collection
tools and for the analysis of
o the data. Inn the methodollogy part of thhe study, the pparticipants w
were informed in detail
about the prepparation of the data collectioon tools, about the data collecction process aand about the analysis of the
e data. In
the study, to eensure the criteerion of transfferability, the rresearch processs was describbed in detail, aand frequent qu
uotations
were used in the findings part of the studdy. As for conssistency and cconfirmability of the study, eexperts were asked
a
for
their views abbout all the proocesses from thhe preparation of the data colllection tools tto the analysis of the data. As a result
of the discussions held withh the experts, tthe categories and the codes were finalizedd. In addition, for the analyssis of the
data, a compuuter-aided qualiitative data analysis softwaree was used to iincrease the vaalidity and reliiability of the study.
s
3. Results
This part presents the findinngs obtained inn the study undder sub-headinggs.
3.1 Activities Carried out inn the Processess of Planning, IImplementatioon and Evaluattion of the Proj
oject Works
This part presents the findinngs regarding tthe activities thhe teachers carrried out whilee conducting thheir project works in a
d
off planning, impplementation aand evaluationn. Figure 1 shoows the catego
ories and
way to includde the related dimensions
the sub-categoories regardingg the activities the teachers ccarried out in thhe preparation process.

Figuree 1. Activities ccarried out in tthe preparationn process of thee project workks
When Figure 1 is examinedd, it is seen that in the proceess of preparattion of the schhool educationn projects, the teachers
determined thhe project topiccs, filled in thee application foorms, planned and developedd the activities, determined th
he group
members, disttributed the duties
d
in line w
with the fieldss of expertise and shared thhe project toppic with the sc
chool. In
addition, two of the particippants stated thhat they establlished commuunication with the out-of-schhool environm
ment, and
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one participannt reported thatt s/he conducteed needs analyysis. All the paarticipants, whoo explained in detail the proc
cesses of
determining thhe project toppic, the partneers and the grooup members,, filling in thee application fforms and esta
ablishing
communicatioon with the ouut-of-school ennvironment, weere found to w
work as a coorrdinator in the process. In re
elation to
determining thhe project topic, one of the teeachers said:
There is an idea put forward, and wee evaluate this project idea aaccording to thhe needs of thee institution, itss culture,
its curreent location, or
o its expectatiions. The projject idea is suupposed to incclude originaliity. Of course,, similar
projects might have beeen conductedd before, or thee project idea might have beeen put into ppractice previously, but
we shouuld remember that everyone has their oown peculiar style. If we can express oourselves welll in our
applicatiion form… we can reshape tthe idea. I meaan there is no nneed to rediscover America;; we won’t do anything
that has never tried beffore. Our projeect idea shouldd be meaningfu
ful to others (O
Oya, p. 6-7).
Figure 2 illusstrates the cattegories and tthe sub-categoories regarding the activitiees the teacherrs who complleted the
planning process carried outt in the processses of conductting and monittoring their prooject works.

Fiigure 2. Activiities carried ouut in the processs of conductinng and monitorring of the proj
oject works
As can be seeen in Figure 2,
2 in the process of conductiing the projectt works, activiities like plannning prior to mobility,
m
sharing the prroducts and acctivities onlinee and integratiing course conntents into prooject topic werre carried out by more
than one partiicipant. In adddition, two of tthe participantts mentioned thhe flexibility bbrought into thhe course conttents and
the meeting hhours in the process.
p
Also,, it was seen that in the pphase of moniitoring the proocess, the parrticipants
mentioned thee communicattion establisheed with the faamilies and thhat they moniitored the proccess by using a work
schedule and ddifferent meassurement tools.. In relation to the importancce of planning prior to mobillity, one of the teachers
said:
Every daay, this issue was
w unavoidably brought intoo agenda. Welll, there were aalways questioons like ‘what time will
we go? IIs there any annswer? And thiis and that. We didn’t talk abbout any otherr thing in thosee two years. We
W always
talked abbout these issuues, and we knnew everythingg about these issues like ‘thhat mail has been received; we have
replied too them; and soo on. We constantly talked too each other aabout these isssues. For exam
mple, someone asks me
‘what arre you doing?’ Sometimes, aat the end of sschool days,… I saw the teaacher; we did these and thosse in the
music rooom. From tim
me to time, the teacher put fo
forward ideas aabout the mussical pieces to be played. I mean
m
we
always hhad dialogues like
l these (Mellih, p. 3).
Figure 3 preseents the categoories and sub-ccategories regaarding the actiivities carried out by the teachers in the prrocess of
evaluation of tthe project woorks.
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F
Figure 3. Activvities carried ouut in the proceess of finalizingg and disseminnating the project works
When Figure 3 is examined1, it is seen thaat while finalizzing their projeect works, the teachers shareed the productss and the
necessary infoormation onlinne, filling in thhe final report,, checked apprropriateness too the criteria, hheld meetings with the
partners and pprovided the supplementary
s
documents. F
For the sake off the disseminnation of the pproject, they used such
tools as websiites, printed materials and soocial media andd shared the prrojects with coolleagues and ffamilies in the process.
One of the teaachers explaineed the process of filling in thhe final report w
while finalizinng the project:
While finnalizing the project,
p
there is a website oon the Interneet. It is aboutt European U
Union mobility. We are
supposedd to share som
me information about what w
we have done hhere via that w
website. We shaared informatio
on about
the roadd, distance calcculation, the bbudget, and thhere was a parrt called ‘repoort’. We were expected to prepare a
report abbout what we had done bessides what wass planned andd about to whaat extent we aachieved the goals. We
filled in tthat report viaa the website onn the Internet (Sinan, p. 4).
Another particcipant mentionned the activitiies carried out for the dissem
mination of the projects, sayinng:
During tthe activities caarried out for the disseminattion of the proj
ojects, we effecctively used thee website of the project
and the w
website of thee school. Also, we publishedd the related neews in local ppress. We held introductory meetings
m
with the teachers workking at schools in the city (Baanu, p.5).
3.2 Personal aand Professionnal Contributioons of the Projject Works
In relation to another dimeension of the findings obtaiined, the partiicipants mentiioned the perssonal and proffessional
contributions of the project processes
p
to thhem. Figure 4 shows the cateegories regardiing the particippants’ related views.
v

Figgure 4. Personal and professiional contributtions of the prooject works
When Figure 4 is examinedd, it is seen thaat the participannts mostly mentioned the coontributions off the project wo
orks into
the field of geeneral culture. In this respecct, such issues as recognizingg different culltures, commuunicating with different
cultures and iimprovement of foreign lannguage were m
mentioned by more than onne participant. Also, one pa
articipant
stated that the project worrks provided oopportunities tto develop interest in diffeerent fields, annd another pa
articipant
pointed out thhat the project works allow
wed them to inntroduce and rrepresent theirr country. Onee of the stude
ents who
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pointed to recognition of diffferent culturess said:
As I saidd before, thankks to this projeect, I visited seeven, or eight, countries in ttwo years. We compared ourr schools
with the schools in theese countries. We were introoduced to peopple there. We went there forr project purpo
oses, but
visiting oother countriess even as a tripp really contribbutes to a persson’s life a lot (Melih, p. 8).
It was found tthat in relation to the contribuution of the prroject works too professional ddevelopment, tthe participantts mostly
mentioned reccognition of different
d
education systems. In addition, the participannts reported tthat the projec
ct works
allowed learnning about diffferent teachingg methods, traansferring up-tto-date develoopments into cclass environm
ment and
providing the school with financial suppport. One of tthe project meembers, who w
was a teacher of the Sociall Studies
Course, mentiioned professioonal contributiions of projectt works, sayingg:
I had thee opportunity to
t learn about education systtems in other ccountries. I reccognized that tthey are all the
e same. I
mean, foor example, thee classes are thhe same. As Irreland is quite a rich countryy, it is a bit diff
fferent from us. Poland
and Italyy are poor likee us. Also, theeir populationss, and the geoggraphical form
mations… I leaarned a lot off detailed
informattion about thesse countries (D
Derya, p. 9).
3.3 Factors M
Making the Projject Processess Difficult
Figure 5 presents the categgories and sub-categories reggarding the paarticipants’ vieews about the factors that made
m
the
project processses difficult.

Figure 5. Factors makinng the project pprocesses diffiicult
As can be seeen in Figure 5,
5 the first dim
mension of thee problems exxperienced by the participannts in the proc
cess was
related to lackk of knowledgee, skills and exxperience. In thhis respect, it w
was seen that tthe participantts mostly had difficulty
d
in preparing a budget plan appropriate too the Europeann standards (f:2), filling in tthe applicationn form and final report
(f:2) and seleecting the parttners (f:2) andd that unequaal contributionns of the grouup members (f:2) and the language
l
problem (f:4)) made the prrocess difficullt. The other problems based on lack off knowledge, skills and ex
xperience
constituted thhe dimensions of determininng appropriate project topic, integrating thhe project topiic into the currriculum,
forming the pproject team, ensuring origiinality of the application foorm and effecctive time mannagement. On
ne of the
participants m
mentioning the difficulties theey experiencedd due to their language probllem said:
Another pproblem was that
t
neither thhe teachers norr the students can speak a fo
foreign languagge. In the grou
up called
Turkey, oonly the teachhers of Englissh Language can speak a fforeign languaage, and this makes us quite weak
partners. In other couuntries, the teaachers and thee students did not have any language probblem, so I can
n say the
biggest ddeficiency was lack of a foreiign language ((Banu, p. 4).
In the other diimension of thhe factors makiing the process difficult, thee participants m
mentioned the problems base
ed on the
environment aand on the systtem. These prooblems, which included sociaal events restriicting mobilityy (f:3), partners’ failure
38
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to make the nnecessary efforrt (f:2), school culture not oppen to developpment (f:3), inefficient adminnistrative supp
port (f:3)
and families aanxiety about exams
e
(f:2), w
were mentionedd by more thann one participaant. Among thhe other problems were
the calculatioon mistakes inn the system, the administtrators’ negatiive attitudes aand behaviorss and their in
nefficient
knowledge, prrofessional woorkload, familiies’ failure to understand thhe contributionns of the projeects, families’ financial
states, and buureaucratic corrrespondences. One of the paarticipants whoo stated that s//he experienceed difficulty du
ue to the
school culturee not open to development
d
saaid:
The otheer teachers didd not support uus in their lesssons. They didd not put musicc into the foregground in the teaching
process…
… Therefore, I can say it waas not efficient.. Actually, we of course gainned somethingg. Our teacherss did not
provide any support just
j
because thhey are teachhers. They com
me and teach their lessons. I mean they are just
teachers.. Also, there iss no mission, vision or opennness to change…(Derya, p. 11).
3.4 Suggestionns Regarding the
t Developmeent of the Projeect Processes
Figure 6 preseents the categoories and sub--categories reggarding the paarticipants’ sugggestions for thhe developmen
nt of the
project processses.

Figuure 6. Suggestions regarding the developmeent of the project processes
As can be seeen in Figure 6, the particippants suggesteed structural rregulations likke guidance byy the national agency,
seminars for tthe disseminatiion of the projects throughouut Europe and establishmentt of the projectt execution cou
uncil and
reported that tthey needed ann in-service traaining for the development oof process. Onne of the particcipants mentio
oning the
importance off guidance by the
t national aggency said:
Alternatiive spontaneouus solutions can be put forw
ward by consuulting national agency expeerts... Also, the
e related
person could be asked to pay the cosst (Ahmet, p. 3)).
In the study, iit was seen thaat the in-servicce training sugggested by the participants sshould cover ddevelopment off foreign
language skills, steps of thhe application process, effeective distributtion of duties,, budget manaagement and practical
studies. In adddition, accordinng to the participants, the traainings to be oorganized shouuld not only foccus on putting forward
effective wayss to find a parrtner, on determ
mining projectt topics as welll as on planniing the mobilitty process but also put
forward differrent ways of coommunicationn with partnerss. One of the pparticipants meentioning the ddevelopment of foreign
language skillls said:
I told thhis in all the seminars.
s
Theyy really have to speak a fooreign languagge. Well, they are just fillin
ng in the
applicatiion form, and it is 64 pages. And some forms include 667 pages, and ssome 62. But tthey never use
e Turkish
while fillling in the form
ms. Therefore, we have to speeak English (O
Oya, p. 10).
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Another participant who worked as a coordinator in the projects stated that the in-service trainings should cover the
steps of the project application processes and said:
I know all of them now. I don’t have any specific demand for the moment. For those new beginners, I would ask
them to explain what to write down in each section of the application form, how to write it and what to mention
because the trainings are too general; they do not provide any detail (Banu, p. 5).
4. Discussion, Conclusion and Implications
The findings obtained in the study revealed that the teachers preparing for school education projects determined the
project topics filled in the application forms, prepared the activities and distributed the duties. In addition, it was found
that several activities were carried out to execute, evaluate and maintain the process via such activities as disseminating
the project works, planning prior to mobility, sharing information and products with partners, filling in the final report
and checking appropriateness to the criteria. In other studies investigating teachers’ views about project processes,
similar results were obtained in that the participants in these studies generally mentioned activities like determining the
project topic, labor division regarding the activities, determining the partners and sharing the products in the process of
mobility (Barzanò, 2002; Gutiérrez Colón-Plana, 2012; Öztürk, 2016; Türkoğlu & Türkoğlu, 2006).
In addition, it is seen in the guide prepared by the National Agency that in relation to planning before application,
special importance is given to such issues as appropriateness to programme criteria and checking financial conditions
(Turkish National Agency, 2017) and that the phases of the project application process in the international platform
were explained in detail with the support of visuals (European Commission, 2016). In this respect, the findings
demonstrated that the teachers mostly took the suggested basic phases into account for the activities they carried out in
relation to planning, implementation and evaluation of the project processes. In addition, when the findings were
elaborated, it was revealed that the coordinator had the responsibility in such activities as filling in the application form
and final report which directed the whole process and sharing the products and activities and that the other members
took active roles in some phases of the process. This situation demonstrates that there were some problems with the
selection of the group members while planning the project works and that the duties were not effectively distributed
among the group members. This view is also supported by the finding that the participants mentioned unequal
contributions of the group members. However, it was seen that with the school education projects within the scope of
Erasmus+, different areas were created for the development of the teachers’ social skills, their effective communication
skills and their group work skills. In addition, among the goals of project processes is to allow institutions to do
self-evaluation with a more autonomous approach and to determine the areas they need to develop (Barzanò, 2002).
The fact that the opportunities provided by project processes lead to problems rather than development could be
associated with the dependence between group members, with lack of motivating factors influential on this dependence
and with inefficient development of the institutional culture. This view is also supported by the fact that the participants
mentioned such environment-based and system-based problems as inefficient administrative support and the school
culture not open to development. In one study carried out by Kassel (2007), it was reported that the problems frequently
experienced in the process of execution of projects include local administrators or teachers’ lack of interest and support
in the process who are actually expected to take an active role in projects. In another similar study, it was revealed that
the participants experienced problems in relation to taking responsibility and working in groups in the process of
execution of the projects (Yalçın-İncik & Yanpar-Yelken, 2009). Therefore, as suggested by Akay and Yanpar-Yelken
(2012), while forming the project team, personal characteristics and academic proficiencies of teachers willing to take
part in the process should be taken into account. When examined in more detail, the findings also pointed out that
project coordinators should be informed about the selection of group members. In addition, it is thought that more
concrete regulations are necessary to increase administrators’ support for project processes and to support teachers’
participation in project works. These regulations could include not only increasing the financial funds provided for
schools, administrators and teachers taking part in project processes but also providing administrators and teachers with
the opportunities to be promoted within and out of the institution.
When the other problems experienced in the process were examined, it was seen that the participants had difficulty
more in such issues as preparing a budget plan appropriate to European standards, filling in the application form and
final report and selecting the partners. The results reported by Haspolat and Özkılıç (2007) who found that the most
important difficulty experienced by project coordinators was related to finding partners and filling in application forms
are consistent with the related findings obtained in the present study. In addition, other similar studies also revealed that
participants experience difficulty in the application process, and based on the results, increasing their levels of
knowledge about the process was suggested (Bahadır, 2007; Bozak, Konan & Özdemir, 2016; Helsinki University, 2003;
Türkoğlu & Türkoğlu, 2006).
Another dimension of the findings obtained was related to the personal and professional contributions of the project
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processes. In this respect, it was found that the project works made important contributions to developing language
skills, establishing interaction with different cultures and recognizing different cultures. This finding is parallel to those
obtained in other national and international studies which reported that project works allow participants to recognize
and understand different cultures, to raise awareness of different cultures, to encourage intercultural communication and
to develop language skills (Akay & Yanpar-Yelken, 2012; Aydoğan & Şahin, 2016; Barzanò, 2002; Bozak, Konan &
Özdemir, 2016; Haspolat & Özkılıç, 2007; Kesik & Balcı, 2016; Kulaksız, 2010; Liduma, 2014; Tatlı, 2016; Öztürk,
2016; Yalçın-İncik & Yanpar-Yelken, 2009). On the other hand, one striking finding obtained in the present study was
that there was a limited number of participants mentioning professional development and that these participants mostly
pointed to the contribution of project works to the recognition of different education systems. The results of another
study carried out by Kulaksız (2010) demonstrated that Erasmus+ school education projects contribute to
encouragement of intercultural communication and that the contribution of the projects to increasing the quality in
education was not at the desired level, though. In the related study, it was also found that the goals of participants in
Turkey mostly include visiting other countries, bringing prestige to school, and meeting other teachers and
administrators in other schools participating in the projects.
The priorities of the National Agency (2017) in the field of school education include informing teachers and school
administrators about effective teaching methods and about information and communication systems, coping with
culturally-mixed classroom environments, and acquiring such skills as using new teaching methods and tools in class.
In addition, it is pointed out that new teaching methods and materials and language skills should be developed with the
help of school education projects (Gordon, 2001; Kirss & Uus, 2007). International studies and the reports in European
Union countries show that the goals in question have been achieved to a great extent. Related studies demonstrate that
project processes contribute positively to the development of innovative teaching approaches, to the communication
between teachers and students as well as to student motivation (Barzanò, 2002; Dumitrescu et.al., 2014; Gutiérrez
Colón-Plana, 2012; Helsinki University, 2003; Somekh et.al., 2007; Talmo et.al., 2014; Thorsteinsson & Page, 2008;
Viladot et.al., 2017).
In addition, while international studies provide important data regarding the contributions of projects to professional
development of teachers, the findings obtained in these studies also demonstrate that professional development targeted
by Erasmus+ school education projects remains limited to such basic information as recognizing different education
systems. In this respect, it is thought that the skill-related outcomes have not been achieved at all. Participants’ lack of
knowledge, skills and experience in relation to the functioning of the projects could be regarded as an important factor
restricting professional development. The reason is that in order to achieve professional development at the desired
level, functioning of school education projects should be integrated into the curricula. This integration process requires
teachers to associate project topics with the learning outcomes and to carry out activities appropriate to the project goals
in the teaching process. Also, for the purpose of achieving professional development at the desired level, participants’
knowledge and skills regarding the functioning of projects and the integration of these projects into the curriculum
should be developed. Results of other studies supporting this view demonstrate that teachers’ related knowledge, skills
and experience are among the basic factors influential on the success of the projects (Akay & Yanpar-Yelken, 2012;
Bahadır, 2007; Gordon, 2001; Gutiérrez Colón-Plana, 2012; Romano, 2002; Tatlı, 2016; Yalçın-İncik & Yanpar-Yelken,
2009; Viladot et.al., 2017). Regarding the suggestions for the development of the process, it was found that most of the
participants needed an in-service training on Erasmus+ school education projects. Moreover, the participants’ views
about the contents of such in-service trainings revealed that they mostly focused on foreign language skills, on the steps
of the application process and on effective distribution of the duties. The participants also mentioned such dimensions
as budget management, determining the project topics, the reporting process, mobility and communication with the
partners. When the participants’ suggestions regarding the development of projects were examined as a whole, it was
seen that they pointed to the need for an education process which is supported by practical studies for the acquisition of
skills. These views of the participants are consistent with the results of other related studies (Önen, Mertoğlu, Saka &
Gürdal, 2010; Tatlı, 2016; Türkoğlu & Türkoğlu, 2006) which draw attention to the importance of practical studies for
the improvement of project processes.
Consequently, in the present study, it was found that the teachers had certain knowledge about the planning,
implementation and evaluation of Erasmus+ school education projects and that they failed to acquire the necessary
skills at the desired level, though. It was also revealed that the group work process and lack of knowledge, skills and
experience regarding the process were among the factors making the functioning of the projects difficult and that
professional development was not achieved at all.
All these results demonstrate that teachers are in need of an in-service training which focuses more on the steps of the
application process, which involves integration of project goals into the curriculum and which aims to help acquire the
related skills by considering the functioning of projects as a whole. Furthermore, it is thought that there is a need for
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structural regulations which inform local governments and school administrators about the contributions of European
Union projects and which encourage teachers participating in these projects to take a more active role.
Lastly, the results obtained in the present study were limited to the views of eight participants. For this reason, future
studies could be carried out with a more comprehensive study group to determine and deal with the educational needs of
teachers regarding European Union project processes.
Note
This study was presented at 26th International Conference on Educational Sciences (April 20-23, 2017, Antalya,
Turkey).
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